Huntercoin Snapshot COMPLETED
This offer has now finished. The information for historical purposes is below :
Huntercoin was designed to research the pros and cons of running massively multiplayer
games on blockchain technology. A lot of interesting lessons have been learned and
knowledge acquired, and that will be used in the Chimaera Project.
Huntercoin is still operational and is being maintained to this day.
The Huntercoin community has supported the project greatly over the years and as a token
of gratitude we will be allowing Huntercoin holders to receive CHI based on the amount of
HUC they have in an address at a specified block.

How will this work?
●

●

●

At block 1,680,000 – Approximately 5th of April (this could vary widely), all addresses
with over 10,000 1000 HUCs will be eligible to collect CHI (the currency of Chimaera)
upon release.
They will be paid out at a 3:1 Ratio – although your reward will be rounded down to
the nearest HUC. This is no longer accurate due to the Total Chimaera Coin Supply
being variable.
(e.g. for 1 HUC you will receive 3 CHI)
Huc Owners would receive 4.5% of the Total Chimaera Coin Supply if the Total Coin
Supply.

How to Take Part?
There are 2 ways 1. The first way is by leaving your coins in the poloniex exchange on block 1680000. When
CHI is released you will be able to withdraw your coins into your CHI wallet. This has been
confirmed by Poloniex.
We do always recommend keeping large numbers of coins in your personal wallet as with
any cryptocurrency.
That’s it.

2. To do this with your personal wallet The process is very simple and should take just one
minute:
1. Move your coins to a single address that is in your wallet before block 1,680,000 (the
coins must be in your address at that block).
2. Extract the private key
3. Import the private key into Chimera.

Step-by-step

❖ In your Huntercoin wallet create a new receiving address by:
1. File Menu, receiving addresses, then New at the bottom, name it whatever you
want.
❖ Send all your coins to that address:
2. Click send in the HUC wallet, enter the address you created above, then enter
your total number of coins in your wallet in the amount box. And press send.
❖ Extract Private Key:
3. Click Help, Debug Window, then click the console tab. In the box at the bottom
type dumpprivkey <your address> (the address with all your coins)
like this example :
dumpprivkey Hsda22dasdqwfg2g32343rfesdd

Save the resulting key to a safe location.
That’s it!
You will also keep your huntercoin as well (they will not be burned or traded).
To collect your CHI when the client is available:
➢ Await further instructions.
All done...

If you do not have a Huntercoin Wallet you can download a pruned chain version
(500mb) from here >
https://chimaera.io/downloads/Huntercore-0.13-AiO-1.22-with-pruned-chain.exe

★ Disclaimer:
The Chimaera team offers no responsibility for loss of coins, loss of money or
damage to your equipment.
Although unlikely to happen, we cannot guarantee you will receive Chimaera coins
for your HUCs.
The reasons are numerous, such as deaths, quantum computers and more.
Subject to change at any time in the future.

